FORTY  THOUSAND  AGAINST  THE  ARCTIC
propusk.   I said that I had no pass and that all my documents
were In the machine.   The girl guaranteed my good faith.
'Why must we suddenly produce documents', I  asked
her.
'Because this is a prison camp of the G.P.U.5, she said.
'What, are we going to sleep in jail?5
cNo!} She roared with laughter, and Sadkov grinned like
a Chinese god of mirth.
'We have just come out of the camp. Now we are in the
towrn of Dudinka.'
*So we have been in the camp all the time?5
£Of course, what did you think?5
'But are the prisoners on holiday during the summer.,
or what?5
£Why should they be on holiday? Did not you see them?
There were plenty about on the way till we got to the
barbed wire.'
She could hardly control her amusement at my ignorance,
and Sadkov began to tease me: *Did not you see the heavy
chains they carried, and the guards with the knouts, beating
the slow ones on the railway track?5
I reserved judgment until next morning, fully determined
to look at the place more carefully in daylight if I got
a chance. We were given sleeping quarters in the house of
the local Party secretary. He had two bedrooms, a sitting-
room and a 'bathroom5. There was no tub and of course,
no running water. He had the usual washbasins, with
a small tank, suspended on the wall above, and an unusual
kind of tap. One had to hold up a lever with one hand to
keep the water running and pop the other hand in the
stream. Being used to washing with both hands I was rather
clumsy, Sadkov picked the mattress that was laid out on
the floor of the sitting-room, and left the plank bed to me.
Hundreds of beetles were crawling around the room, and I
tried desperately to find a place for my clothes where they
would be safe from these little beasts. But it was hopeless.
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